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. The paper exemplifies programming in a wide spectrum language by nresttnting stklrs 
from non-operative specifications-using abstract types and tool; from predicate 
1 as set thecJ:y--over recursive functions, to procedural program; with variables. 
B&&S a number of baste types, we develop an interpreter for parts of the language its&:. an 
rithm for applying ttansfosmation rules to program representations, a text editor. and r\ 
simulation of Back& functional programming language. 
In the project CIP (Computer-aided Intuition-guided Programming) at the Tt~h- 
nical University of Munich, programming is considered as a formal activity and as 
an ~~~I~~~n~~ pr starting with a formal problem description and endin 
an effective computer program [2, 3, 91. Various versions of the program evolw 
itabte transformation rules [4], whk+ are 
to his intuition and experience; the actual 
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sho4.Q ? be closely relat d-as far as possible by simple transformation rules 
(“aherence of styles’). Finally the language definition should provide a sufficiently 
ma1 framework for supporting a mathematical justification of the underlying 
methodology. 
me tide spectrum language CIP-L (for an informal i ltroduction cf. [S], for a 
compfete formal &fir&ion cf. [6]); designed- hooardtng to the requirements above, 
its a (scheme language”: it allows the formulation of program schemes relative to 
suitably defined abst t hrftata types. Itihas an abstract $yntax, 
representations-for j e time being an aLeioJ;~like and a PA 
semantics of its applicative core is defined mathematically [12], and all other 
constructs are defined‘ by transformational semahtics [23, IO], This semantics, 
together with suitable semantic relations [13, 143 and the monotonicity of the 
language constructs with respect to these relations, provides the mathematical basis 
for the methodology outlined above. 
The language includes constructs for the specification and implement 
ctures, as well as constructs for the specification a 1 
tructures, i.e. program schemes over such data. Abstc 
a means for the algebraic specification of data. They c8r: 
computation structures combining data and algorithms. ISas:& 
by specific abstract data types for which computation strucr 
pre-defined primitives. 
On the basis of abstract types and/or conqutation structg: zes, 
specified using predicate logic, set description, comprehcrt Sve 
typed set-operations. Programs formulated with the help (1 
called ‘prealgorithmic’. 
Applicative programs can be formulated with the help : *n&on, conditional 
selection, and function abstraction: /application. Gu essaons and the finite 
choice operator allow nondeterministic applicative programs. 
Procedural programs are based on the classical concepts of p 
(initialized) program variables, assignments, and conditional s 
commands and the fmite choice of statements allow nondeti 
programs. Labels a jumps provide for the transition to the ‘1 
programming, 
Apart from these constructs, ome further special pur 
y a concept of pointers [21], means for ex 
mmunication [7], and also ‘modules’ as 
of the applicative computation structures [ 173. 
In this paper, we want to show the usefulness of th 
development, by presenting a few non-trivial exarnp~~~ 
flavour of the l.angQage, and exhibit some of its main c 
examples are fo?mu 
xplanatory, except 
heir 25yective occur 
In ~xarnpl~ 1, e specify a few widely used abstract types, such as Bosleans, 
integers, finite sets and mappings, sequences, and trees. Examples 2 and 3 present 
ams, viz. an interpreter and a transformer for 
, a text editor is developed down to the 
monstrates the use of higher order fmctions 
e EU 
1. 
sed on certain sets of ‘primitive’ objects and operations. In 
cified algebraically using the tool of abstract data types (briefly 
details). For practical reasons the programming 
lready contain a collection of predefined types 
ctivities can start. In this section a few such basic 
visible constituents 
booI, true, false, ---I, A, ; : ) heahg 
sort bd, 
bod true, 
R fgise, 
1 signa turt‘ 
funct ( I, bool) boo1 . A ., 
fund (bool, bool) boo1 . v ., J 
satisfying the laws) are isomo 
tionals--t he type 
tants are denoted by the 
(i.e. alt finitely generated 
til ; their carrier sets consist 
In this example we first want to show how certain frequent y used subparts of 
types can be abbreviated by (systems of mutually recursive) mode declarations. 
me na,tural numbers may be defined using a recursive direct sum2 (cf. [15]); . . -4 . I : ; , ’ ,- ., i . - ._:,> ’ 
) succ, is2mq pred: 
omic(zero} 1 succ(nat pred), 
funct (nat) boo1 iszero, 
law W aat n : iszero = ~(8 is succ) 
eudoftype 
‘I% t term n is succ serves to discriminate he variants of the direct sum in nat. 
1[ he type above is an abbreviation for the following monomorphic t 
type NAT * nat, zero, succ, iszero, pred: 
soti Ilat, 
nat zero, 
funct hat) nat succ, 
funct (nat) booi issucc, 
funct (nab x : issucc(x)) nat pred, 
law issuc(zer0) = false, 
laws V nat x : 
issucc(succ(x)) = true, 
pred(succ(x)) = x, 
ffunct (nat) boo1 iszero, 
law V nat x : iszero = iissucc(x) 
endoftype 
In order to specify integral numbers, we omit the parameter t strictian jn the 
pred operation and employ a binary predicate le (less or equ 
t, zero, suce, pred, le: 
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le(x, y ) = true r3 le(x, succ( y 1) = true, 
ie(su~(x b, x ) = 
v) = false 3 le(succ(x), y) = false 
morphic. The basic type WJT~~ may be enriched by 
ro, succ, pred, Ee, ge, eq, minus. add, sub, mult: 
fand (lnt) Int minus, 
hrct (hat, ht) int add, 
Qvnct (ht. Int) int sub, 
hnct (in& int) int mutt, 
eqk y) = (Wx, y J .ft Wy, x N, 
minus(zero) = zero, 
minus(succ(y)) =pred(minus( y I), 
minus(pred(y )) = succ(minus(y )), 
add(x, zera) = x, 
add(x, succQy ))= succ(addfx, y11, 
x, pred(y 1) = pred(add(x, yh 
sub(x, y) = add(x, minus(y )), 
mult(x, zero) = zero, 
mu&(x, succ(y )) = add(mutt(x, y), x ), 
m&(x, pred(y )) = sub(muk(x, y 1, x) 
emdortypa: 
ments of a given sort m (i.e. finite subsets 
note that finitety generated algebras do not cover an 
e relation eq must be 
An application of this type scheme is used fog restricting the parameters of the 
tpe scheme for finite 
lawswfsetS,mx,my: 
contains(empty, x) = f&e, 
deletefempty, x) = empty, 
contains(incorp& x),y ) = 
if eqk y) then e else contains(s, y)fl, 
delete(incorp(s, x), y) = 
ff eq(x, y ) then delete& y ) 
else incorp(delete(s, y), X) F, 
e~dt&ype 
Since we are only considering models with determinate og#~~&an~, there can be 
no operation yielding an arbitrary element of a given bet. S ~~~~~ wi qeration can 
only be formulated with the help of the nondeterministic con~t~ltt3! cs+ he appli 
part of the Ianguage, .g. 
fllncIt select = (&et s)m : same Iff x : contains& x). 
However, this operation cannot be expressed operatively C ~~~~vely) without 
the choice operator, using only t 
FINSET, however, can be en& 
which yields, when applie to a nonempty set, an element a 
rule; the rule may vary from model to model 
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x, m, r) grex put, 
x g, m i: isaccessible(g, i))r get, 
x, m ) booI isaccessible, 
ible(vac, i) = f&e, 
e isaccessible(g, j) fi, 
et(put(g, i9 XI, j) = & 
endoftype 
rtial mappings (and the predicate isaccessible), we can use 
itialisation and obtain mappings yielding a non-default 
type~~~~xs~~~=(sortm,sortr, funct(m,m)booI eq: 
hWS EQUIVALENCE(~,eq)) 
grex, initiahze, put, get: 
SQfiIpeg, 
funct (r) grex initialize, 
fu x, M, I ‘) grex put, 
fu xddrget, 
IawsWgrexg,mi,mj,rx: 
get(initialize(x ), i) = x2 
get(put(g, i x), j) = if eq( i, j) then x 
eke get(g, j) fi 
e~@ype 
If the sort m of these types is replaced by the integral numbers and the operation 
WC is supplemented by two integers indicating a lower and a higher bound for the 
finition, then we get a charactetisation of arrays with fixed bounds: 
y, vat, put, get, fog, hib, isaccessible: 
s hib(a )) array put, 
have renamed Xe into 
lat, 2ers3, WCC, pr 
type (hat, zero, succ, pre f N’Q 
to the type ‘PO?*AI..BREX theoperation vat coa6d be 
sort r specifying an “initial value’ such that the CF~ 
ided that the index remains withit the admissMr-c tntst- 
gneral kind of sequen &At 19 :t A 
bottom, upper, stock: 
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empty) = s, (empty & s) = s, 
~pp~n~~~, x) = (make(x) & s), 
t~p~~ppe~d~~, x9 = x, 
x)) = s, 
ens, other seyuencc-like structures with restricted 
escribcdx the hiding is indicated by omitting the 
the list of visrblc constituents in the heading. For instance, 
pty, isempty, append, top, rest: 
mpty, isempty, m, &, top, rest, 
pyend, b, 11, s) Qt.J(m) 
of the symmetry of SEQW we could also ‘se the dual specification 
(sort 111) stack, eplpty, isempty, append, top, rest: 
type @tack, empty, isempty, m, &, t, r, a, 
tap, rest, append) 
dogtype 
nother ~$sjb~)ity isI a direct definition of stacks using 
atomle {empty} 1 append(stacl rest, m top). 
If WC allow the addi af elements only tlhe the ‘tower end’ of a sequerxe and 
r end’, we obtain queues: 
) queue, empty. isempty, top, rest, stock: 
(queue, empty* is 
i3p, rest, 
tion of this structure leads to 
is~rn~~t~, tsp. rest, append, 
rest, append, bottom, 
tumce operations: 
furct compund = (sequ s, fuati (n, n) ra 0, 
funct (m) n f : -7isemptyW) 01: 
if isempty(rWs)) thm f(top(s)) 
e&se /Xtop(s )I0 compound(rest(s 1, 0, f) R 
r example, if m and are tnt, thz call 
compmmd(s, -i-) square) 
the value CSES x2* 
uence apwations we also useful in describmg the primitives af the Backus 
(cf. Section 5). 
The S-expressions of LXSP [ZO] together with some characteristic o 
defined by 
type srxp = (sart atoms, funct (atoms, atoms) boo1 eq: 
IaWS EWJIVALENCE (t@MlBS, eq)) 
mwtg, mks, atom, mkat, cans, car, cdr, 
moBe ssrp = mks (atoms mkat) 1cons(sexp car, 
fuuct (seep) booI atom, 
funct (seep, sexp) boo1 equal, 
law V sexp s : atom(s) = (s is mks), 
lrpw v sexp s, sexp t: 
equalb, t I= if atom(s) Aatom(f) then eq(mkati ,a1, ~~~at~~~~ 
else M (s is cons) A (t 8s cons) 
then equal(car(s), car(t)) A equallcdr(s), cdr(t)b 
else false tiff 
endoftype 
S-expressions can 6: viewed as binary trees with ato 
In a mcrre gereral kind af tree every node is marked wit 
number of immedi te subtrees i atlowed. 
vellums attheir leaves. 
e TREE = (SOrt V~~Ue) 
me, nches, 
gentree, value, branches, 
empty, append, first, rest, isempty: 
entree(v 8 value, 
rchm, empty, isempty, app 
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Assuming these trees are used for implementing syntax trees, the values held in 
the nodes may be specified as pairs of some fixed (syntactic) mark and something 
similar to a ~REX of an attribute and an index (cf. Section 1.4). Restrictions are 
imposed on the sort attribute by the predicate vahdattr, to select both the valid 
indices and the valid attributes at these indices for each mark. 
fmwt (value U, index i: accessibie(o, i)) attr5bute getattr, 
funct (valne, index) booi accessible, 
lam V (u&e tr, mark m, attribute a, index i, index j : 
validattr(getmark( u), a, i)): 
getmark(genvalue(m)) = m, 
getmark(putattr( o, a, i)) = getmark( u), 
i = j * getattr(putattr(o, a i), j) = a, 
i f j A accessibIe(tt, j) * 
getattr(putattr(v, a, i), j) = getattr( u, j), 
acccbsrble(genvalue( m 1,i) = false, 
accessible(putattr(u, a, i), j) = 
if i = j then true cise accessibie( u, j) fi 
endoftype 
Now the t VALUE is embedded into the type TREE; the sort value and all 
functions operating on these values are hidden, because the user of the tree shall 
and wilt not bother with them; this also gives more freedom to the implementor 
the further development of the tree. The type thus obtained is VTREE: 
attribute, sort i 
ttribute, index) boo1 validattr) 
gentree, value, branches, 
empty, append, first, rest, isempty) 
f-63 @me t, fndex i) beal. accattr, 
lam V v&w t, braaches b, mark pn, at&RWe 4, 
genmarktree(m, b) = gentree(genvalue(m), b), 
fetchmark = getmark(value(#)), 
validattr(fetchmark(t), a, i  + 
(aW&tr(& a, i) = 
gentree(putauh (\ alue(t), a, i), branches(t))) 
accattr(G i) * 
(fetchattr(t, i) = getattr(value(tj, i)), 
accattr(t, i) = accessible(vlrlue( “1, i) 
endoftype 
2. An intmpreter for tiw operative construclts of the 
2. I. Introduction 
fn this sectian we formulate an interpreter for the ‘operative’ langua 
of the applicative kernel anguage of CIP-L, which comprise 
function application, conditional, (recursive) function dec! 
deterministic finite choice, ard equ iity test, The interpreter isitself wri 
ge style; the firat intcrprcter of this kind w 
pxvgram values computed by the interpr 
with the mathemat~~l semantics ofCW-L as de~~~~d in [6]. 
For this example we need a special v 
th operation but with a restricted s 
2.2. Ihe mioerss of in terpretutim 
The interpreter is defined relative to a universe of basic objects and operations. 
ce of a set s~tid of identifiers for sorts of objects which 
rt identifier hoc?1 far the boolean values. The operations are 
nsllity comprising parameter and result modes. Sorts and 
r d~~~~ the set mde of modes: 
rtid ms) 1 fmd(mdes parmds, mdes resmds), 
ds, mkmds, mdsitem, mdsrest, 
isemptymds, &, mlength) = LsEQu(mde), 
mkmds(md(bool)) 
~~q~en~~s of ort identifiers from ‘mixed modes which also 
ethic fu~cti~R~lities~ we use the predicate 
aPnct Qmdes) booI issorts 
which satisfies the 
laws Q md-? ~tl, mdes ms: 
issorts(emptymds) = true, 
issorts(mkmds(m) & ms) = m is smd A issorts 
The universe of interpretation has to be a model of an instance of the following 
t scheme: 
t UNIVERSE = 
(sort object, 
futxt(objectjmdes ortsof, 
abject empty, object T, object F, 
eet, object)object &, 
fua~t~(~ is fmd 4 parmds(fnalty(f)) = sortsof(o )) 
Thus the universe has an associative sequence-structure; empty is the neutral 
elem?nb with reqpect to concatenation, The distinct objects T and F serve as 
e0tittisns of #e @okan values e and false, A (partial) function applybasic 
&e result of applying basic operations to basic: objects. 
Sen@eg *e _‘*ndiGona! and’: 61 h ep is equivalent o 
og6@y, ‘in‘ $4 skquel el V e2 m ns -Itcl tbnttw 
vi&s I dl Chaa c2 eke tnrca R, 
s hold-far thma connelcrtives a~ 
e interpreter works on a tree-like representation (‘abstract syntax’) 
s constituting prosrams of tfts Kernel language. We re 
a system of mutually recursive mode declarations, 
s the spczification of KantoroviE trees [3, IS]. We occlude o
of the ut~iverse asexpressions a  wcli, since we wr nt to avo 
denotations for them. 
eqex(erpr left, expr right) 1
fcex(llnrholce exfc) 1
condition, exp~ thenpart, expr clfe 
apex f unctiojn, tuple argument) 1 
abex oxab) 1 
wex (Jeslsmtions dec. expr res) 1 
tuex(tuple extu) I 
idex(ld exid) I 
obexi(obJect exob) 1 
opex(opemtkm exop), 
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To give some intuition to the abstract syntax, we ::pecify the concrete representa- 
tion t of an expr B (in the ALcot-variant of CIP-L); b convenience we write a 
sequence 
lue of an arbitrary gl ; 
If r[al] then r[eJ else r[eJ fi; 
nd basic abje:ts (9) and operations (IO) are their own concrete 
Fig. 1. 
The abstract syntax above is not minimal: every expression e mn also correspond 
to the one-ekment tuple tuex(mktu(s)) ov the one-tr;\eb nt finite choice 
Xcex(mkfc(e)). We have chosen the given definitions in order tia unify and shorten 
the presentation; i  a real implementation e might want to ,:XL%Q 
dancks, e.g. b!, using a parser yielding abstract syntax trees kq COIS?C L ,otmal form. 
2.4. Context canditions 
The interpreter will assume that its input is the representation f a ‘cortext- 
correct’ expression of basil mode. The notion of context-correct; cuvers th 
cumplete ‘static semantics’: t&s means e.g. 
- that the expression iswell-formed with respect to the modes of :CS 
._ that each identifier is used or,ly within its scope (identifiers 
Lists and in declaratisns), 
- that no dtiplicate identifiers occur in parameter lists or in th 
section. 
In the sequel we formulate two functions which wili allow us tr.1 st 
of context-correctness formally: 
- ‘unique’ tests whether every identifier is d&n 0” iist 
and sections, 
- ‘kind’ gives the mode o an expression relative to F, in 
of an erroneous. e ) returns a speci 
e u~ique~ fcitemtf)) A uniqft(fcrest(fH fi, 
(abstraction a Mot: 
[uniqpar@) A unique(bodyfa )I
where 
funct uniqpar = (parameters palbook 
if i:.- mpt ypast pa b 
then true 
else (i(pasitem(paH e pasrest(paf1 b
uniqpar(pasrest(pa)) fi, 
(id x, parameters p Ibook 
if isemptypr.s( p)
thca true 
then true 
es by including an 
md) 
We arc’0 extend the concatenation & to emodes 
Constructs of boolean mode have the emties 
emcrdes bt lolem = proper(boolm). 
‘The emptymds correspond to 
emodes emptyem = proper(emptymds). 
Furthermore we usf:: mode lists, 
type (ino&&& init, put, get) = TOTALGREX(id, e = ) 
a~ociating emodes with identifiers; the empty 
modelist emptylist = init(error). 
is initialized with the error element. (See Section 1.4 for t 
ftmct kind = (exgr e, modelist u : unique(e)) e 
(lj if e iseqex 
then (emodes Z9 emodes r) = 
(kind(left(.e), H), kind(right(e), u)); 
if (I is proper A r is proper) n 
(issorts(md(1)) A issorts(md(r)) A1 = P) 
then boolem 
else error 
(2) 
so the equrlity test on expressions denotin 
operative and therefore excluded eo 
(kind(condition(e), u) kind~then~~rt~~ ) $4 1,9 
kind(elsepart(e), u))’ 
co = booletn A th = el t er 
(4 Cl e is apex 
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if Eumd & fmd h parmds(fumd) =md(arg) 
en proper(resmds(fumd)) 
ertor fi 
NIli” fi 
zhen ~b~~~d~~xab~~ ), 14 ) 
theta ~~~~~$~~~~~@~, resie), 14 ) 
then t~~~~~~~~tu~~ b, f4 1 
* then get(u, exidte )) 
obka then propel (sortsof(exob(e 1)) 
:K then grope: ::nkmds(fnaltyfexop(4 )))I fi 
n&&e is that of its first constituent if it agrees with that of the 
at h~rwi~~. 
ffJnchoJce f, modelSst u : uniqfct f )I emcrdes : 
If flength( f) = 0 then emptyem 
flength(f) = 1 then kind(fcitem( f ), 14 ) 
flength( f, > 1 
then (emodes t, emodes rl= 
{kind(fcitem( f), u), fckindffcrest(f), II 1); 
if t = r then t else error fi fi 
The kind of an abstraction is the functionality built from its parameter modes 
and resuh modes, if the kirld of the body is welt-defined w.r.t. the mode list extended 
by Ihe modes of the parameters and if the kind of the body and the result mode agree. 
bstractlon a, modelist u : uniqab(a )) emodes : 
z [madelist TV, parameters pa) modelist : 
Jf ~s~rnpty~~~s~pa 1 
thm M 
modes(pasresWaN 
$42;. FI Lt. Btwer et al, 
To compute the ki ;iaf .a section, the mode list is extended by entering for the 
i$entifiers of the deciaration part the kinds of their abstractions. lf the declaration 
paat has a correct rno&e w,r.t. the extended mode list, then the kind of the section 
is the kind of the final expression, and is error otherwise. 
L ’ 
hnct extend = (modelist a, declarations d) m 
if isemptydecs(&I 
then u 
eisc extend(put(u, id(decsitem(d)), abrnod~~ab~d~~it~rn~ 
decsrest(d)) 
{emodes CZB = decskind(d, O) 
where 
funct decskirrd = (dechatiions d, modelist v) em% 
ire isemptydecs(d) 
then emptyem 
else abkind(ab(decsitem(d)), u  6r decskind(~z~~~rest(na, 81) fir, 
if em IS proper them kind(e, v) 
else! error fi 
The kind of abstractions is the sequence of the kind of the: a or stat events. 
funct J.bskind = (abstsactions (1, modellist u : \rniqa 
if isemptyabs(a) 
then emptyem 
e’lse abkind(absitem(a ), H) & ab~kind~~bsre~t~~ )n 14 1 
The kind of a tuple is the sequence of the kinds of its compunc 
fuuct tukind = (t pie r, modeitst u : uniqtu(r)) e 
if ‘Ise 
e kind(buitem(f), 11) & tukind(turest(t), 14 \ 
Finally, we can state when an expression is m~de~~rr~~t no, ~t.~~th~rn~~re~ $ 
a basic mode and thus denotes a basic object: 
funct hasbasiccorrectmode = (~~~~ e t uniqu~( 
r 
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The ~nt~~r~ter needs environments associating semantic values with identifiers. 
Since CIP-L uses static binding of identifiers, we have to use closures, i.e. pairs of 
ions and ~~vironrn~nts~ a  semantic values: 
~t~~nvir~n~ define, definition, isdef) = 
it(expr exp, enviaon env), 
mkcl, ditet 
isemptycf, 86, clength) = SEQU( closure) 
ve the interpretation function. Note that the contex; -
for the definedness of many of ahe function 
: unique(prog) Ahasbasiccorrectmode(prog)i object : 
ract(eval(prog, emptyenviron))) 
closures c )tuple: 
ff isemptycl(c) 
then emptytu 
e mktu(exp(ctitemic))) & extract(cIrest(c)) fi,
funct tupleobject = (tuple t) object : 
If isemptytu( t b 
then empty 
else makeobject(tuitem(t)) & tupleobject(turest(r)) fi, 
tuex theu tupteobject(extu(e)) 
FL Bauer et al. 
0 e is scex fhea evalsc(dec(e), resk), t’) 
en evaltu(extu(e ), v 1 
M(definition(v, exi4.e))) 
‘The function -choase ser’ves t_s select an arbitrary exg 
expwssions constituting a finite choice. 
funct choose = (finch&a f)expr: 
if isemptyfc(() 
then tuextemptytu) 
else (fcitem( f) 0 choose(fcrest(fM fi 
The fur ction evaltu evaluates the components of a tuple: 
iunct evaitu = (tuplc t, environ v )clssures: 
if isemptytu(t) 
them emptycl 
ebc lineatize(eval(tuitem(t), u)) 4% evaitu(turestt 2 $ 01 fi, 
funct finearize = (closures c )closures: 
if isemptyci(c) 
tycl 
item(c)) & linearize(clrest(c)) P, 
funct lin = (closure c )closures: 
if exp(c) is tuex 
then distribute(en\ (c), extu(exp(c))) 
else mkcl( c ) 6, 
funct distribute = (environ v, tuple t )clwwres: 
If istrmptytu(t) 
else mkcl(pair(tuitem(t), u 1) & distribute(u, turcst&r :!
The furrction apply applies a basic operation or a closure wh:t: 
an abstraction to the respective arguments: 
funct apply = (c9osurr /II ctssures ar~s~~l~su~~s: 
exp(f) is abex 
en ~bstract~~~ a = exabizxp( J); 
evatibody(a), add(asgs, par(a), ~nv~~~~~ 
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The function add extends an environment by associating actual values (chxures) 
e forma1 parameter of an abstraction. 
meters p, envhn u )environ: 
f a section we assume that the following transformation rule 
where 
denotes the usual substitution of s n”or all free occurrexes of f in 
43. Thefi’s in e lower side of this transformation are no longer mutually recursive 
8 are independent of each other. Therefore we do not need to set up a recu- siveil 
efined environment for the modified section. 
function evalse first performs this transformation. It uses a table which 
iates with each fd the section fi; this table is computed by the function 
formtable. Tabtcs are specified by *he following types: 
type (table, emptytab, enter, lockup, remove, E) = cGmx(id, expr, = ), 
type CGREX = (sart m, mrt r, fUnd( m, m)bool eq: 
W’S t=XNJNALENCE(m,fXj)) 
pex, vat, put, get, clear, isaccessible: 
x, crac, nut, get, isaccessible) =GREX(IPO, r, eq), 
put(clear(g, i 1, j, s) 
e f; for the fi. Finally, 
ed by associating the closure (ai, ~‘1 with fi, 
is graduated in the new environment. 
F. L, Bauer et al. 
funet formtable = (atear;ls~Aon9 d: uniqdecs(d)) W 
if ise?pty 3ecs(d) 
then empt ytab 
else put (formta~~~(decsrest(d)), id(decsitem(d )), 
scex(d, iaexIid(decsitem(d))))) fi; 
eval(e, extend(ts, d, t, u)) 
where 
funct extend = (environ o, declomtions d, torble t, em n w) envkm: 
if isemptydecs(d) 
then v 
else (id & abstractions o) = (id(decsitem(d)), ab (de&tern(d))); 
estend(define(v, ispair(abex(abinst(rx, t)) w I), 
decsrestfd), t, w) RN 
funct abinst = (abstracti at, table t) abstraction: 
[mkab(par(u). res(a), inst(body(a), removeparsWr(a A tN1 
where 
funct removepars = (parameters p, table t) table 
if isemptypas( p) 
then t 
else removepars(pasrest(p),.remove(t, ~~~~~~~~rn~~~~~~ tr] 8 
funct inst s (expr e, table t) expr: 
(1) if e is eqex then eqex(inst(left(e), t), inst(ri 
(2) Cl P is fcex then fcex[fcinst(exfc(e), t ) 
(3) 0 e is coex then coer(inst(condition(e), r), ins:{ 
inst(elsepart(e), r)) 
(4) 0 e is wex then apcx;inst(functions(& t), 
tuinst(argument(e), CH 
(5) I3 e is abex then abzx(abinst(exa 
(6) c3 e is scex then s 
(7) II e is tuex then iuex(tuinst(extufe), t)) 
(8) 0 e is idex then if exid(e) E t then lookup(t, exi 
(9) a g is obex then e 
(10) a e isopexthenw f, 
funet fcinst = ~~~c~~ic~ f, t~~~~ f) finchoice: 
if isemptyfc( f)
then cmptyfc 
else mkfciinst(fcite:m(,, ))) & fcinst~fcrest~ 
The function tuinst is defined similarly to fcinst. 
net scinst = (declaratfo~s d,
ci~st(~~ s),inst(e, 3)) 
eids = (declarations d, table t ) table: 
rest(d), remove(t, id(decsitem(d)))) fi,
&MM ds, expr Q, table t) declarations: 
rts very inefficient. 
decinst(decsrest(ds, 4, t)) fi 
rst steps in developing 
P implementation would be to merge the context 
same recursion structure anyway), and to incorporate 
interpreter itself. Moreover, the repeated modifications 
ions co&d be avoided. 
ed to give the interpreter a very structured form, which 
tic semantics’ from the ‘dynamic semantics’. 
sfomation rule 
In our view of abstract syntax, programs are terms of an abstract ype; then, 
m schemes are terms with free variables, and pairs of program schemes 
sent program transformation rules if both schemes are semantically equivalent 
or, in the cast of nondeterministic onstructs, if the second scheme ts a descendant 
of the first one, for all interpretations of the scheme variables. Since transformations 
~~~i~d to program schemes, we generally cunsickr terms with free 
ation of a transformation rule to a program or a 
e mode symbol of operation symbols of the 
variables. We then define term by means 
Source and a target scheme such that all free 
98 .EL. Bauet et al. 
where 
funct E =(free x, term scheme) bask 
if sc&xq ,ia freevar then var(scheme) = x 
else x E arguments(scheme) 
funct E =(free x, twmseq scheme) book 
scheme #empty h (x E first(sr=rheme) v x E rest(sc 
The essential operation on schemes is the instantiation, wrforrned by substitutin 
all free variables with terms according to a ‘matching’ of the kind set p&t where 
mode pair = pair(free variable, term instance). 
A matching is ‘vaiidl’ fur a ~&LX scheme if every free variable of the sch 
associated with exactiy one term: 
funct vatid = (set p&r matching, term scheme) book 
(V free x : jt E scheme + 3 term t: pair(x, t) E mate 
uniqr\q (matching 1, 
funct unique = (set pair matching) 
V free x, term tl, term ta: (pair& c,) E matching B\ 
pair(x, tz) E matchin 
Now the substitution is defined in a straightforward way: 
funct subst z (term scheme, set pair mate 
valid(matching, sch sme)) term: 
if scheme is freevar 
then thabterm t: pair(var(scheme), t  E matchin 
else cJons(spsym (scheme), 
substarg (arguments (scheme), mat&in 
funct substarg = (termseg scheme, set pair matchin 
dse subst(first(scheme), matching) & 
substarg(rest(scheme), matchin 
If a term is yielded by instantiating the source schemi= 
according to some ~~atc~i:~g, then t 
matching Serves to instantiate the target scheme: 
99 
funct transform = (rule r, te t: applicable( r, t)) term: 
wmefset pair matching: valid(matching, source(r))): 
t = ~ubst~sour~e~~)~ matching)). 
efy d~~~e~ since the result of the substitution only 
ted with the free variabies of the target, every free 
as in the sou~ce, and every free variable of the source is 
inate the quantification 3 and the comprehensive choice some 
e the test whether the term t ts the source scheme 
into three tasks: the predicate fits, the 
s a matching, and the predicate unique, which assures 
(rule r, term t) boot: 
fits(t; source(r)) 4 unique(match(t, source(t))), 
(r&e r; term t: appIicable(r, t)) term: 
subst~target~~), match& source(r))). 
*A term fits a scheme if it is identical up to subterms corresponding to free variabks: 
(term t: term scheme) bool: 
scheme is freev?r 9 
(t Is cons A (opp:m(.r) = opsym(scheme) A 
fWarguments(g), arguments(scheme)))), 
q f, termseq scheme) boo!: 
ft = empty n scheme = empty) v 
empty A scheme f empty) b (fitstfirsttt), first(scheme)) A 
fit(rest(f), restfscheme)))). 
subterms of a fitting term with the free variables 
eme: fits(r, scb~~~)) set k 
1UU r;‘L. Bauer ct al. 
Since the matching generated by match contains a pair for every free variable of 
the scheme, the first condition of valid is fulfilled, and only the uniqueness of the 
matctiing must be checked. 
The above version of transform is operational up to the 
notably the test of uniqueness and the retrieval of a term in subst. ~~r~fo~ we 
change over to the data structure GREX (cf. Section 1.4), wkrich comprises finite 
partial fun.ctions instead of arbitrary sets of pairs and &hich provides an explicit 
retrieval operation get: 
type(matchtng, undef, define, get, isdef) = GREX(free, term, = ). 
Using this data structure, the matching is constructed step % y 
undef, art0 at each step the uniqueness i  checked. Further, we me 
functions fits and match into one fuuctian match, which yields ;ian ato 
the term does not fit or the uniqueness is violated and whi& otherwise defivers 
the matching: 
mode fmatc&g = atomic {mfaihxe} 1Lzsuccess(ma 
farPact match = (term t, term scheme, matching ~)t ) ihra: 
if scheme 2~ freevar 
then free u = var(scheme); 
if--Gsdef(m, V) 
then msuccess(define(m, O, t)) 
else if get( m, 0) = t then msuccess(m ) ek znfaiha rc. fi fi 
else if t is fr*evar 
then mfailure 
ellse if opsym (t) # apsym (scheme) 
then mfailurz 
if m 1 = mf2ilure 
char&rest(t), rest~sch~rn~~~ 
se mfailure 
nming in a wide specmm hguaga 101 
tsuccess(term te ), 
ebs cons (opsym (scheme), substarg (arguments (schemz), FTI 1)) ii, 
Qtermseq scheme, matching m ) termseq: 
theme), nt ) & substarg(rest(scheme), UI ?) 
arrived at an operational formulation of transform, provided that 
kx~ of the abstract type GREX, e.g. in terms of linked lists, is availabie. 
iena version of the algorithm is required, another change of data 
ary. By passing from the mode declaration for term to an abstract 
which descriks a threaded tree implementation [ 191, the recursion can be 
an efficient procedural program evolves. 
The previous solution solves a restricted task: program schemes may only contain 
term variables (PO variables for function symbols), schemes must not contain bound 
variabks, and the; functionality of function symbols is nof reflected in the definition 
. If ftmdon variables were ailowed, interpretations different from 
function symbols). 
intuition in treating 
d if the underlyirllg 
n detaifs, we start with some sort c (to represent 
(; may regard the relation 
g by means of the 
tie 
fCor all terms x. Guided by the intetition to express whether aterm x is an instance 
of a term U, we can define funct (t, t) -hoal. ;~3 by 
Obviously, this relation is transitive and reflexive* 
The next step is to ask 5~ an operation / which delivers e sikWiM.on bs 
which a term u can be instantiated toa given term x ~upposi 
All these requirements can be comprised within the following scheme BASE*. 
type BASE” = 
(sort t, 
sort-m, 
funct (t, m) t 0, 
funct (m, m) m *, 
me: 
iwsv~x,.yop*mq: 
txQpbq=x”(P*q), 
xoe=x ) 
1. -2, i * 
funet ft, I) boo1 2, 
fuW(rY.tu:xG!u)m/, 
ilWus’V fx, tu: 
x2u*3mp:u~p=x, 
xzlu =3(uo(x/u)=.r) 
eudoftype 
The laws are consistent; this can easily be seen wbcn both the sort t and 
interpreted by the natural numbers and the operations * and e 
Then 2 reads ‘is 9 multiple of’, and the operation / is reali 
“I’hL definition of BASE* leaves the utmost freedom for 
pain of terms u and Y are regarded as transformation r&sB t 
a rule to a given term x is defined, by means of the followin 
UCUO(X/U)“X 
i -+ 
v E vo(x/ II) 
Here, the rule u j* v is consistently instantiated by th4: su ~st~ 
Formally we specify: 
mode r = gen( t source, t target), 
In this “vay, the d~~~iti~~ of the rule application is based on fundamental operations 
Additional optwtions on terms can be appended 
rations on rules like composition and ~~b~~~~~~ 
nted 8s sets of pairs of variables and imtances, it is 
~sta~tiati~n of a term c yields a syntactically well- 
). The domain of the operation 0 has to btz restricted. 
that the left-hand expression of every ia* is defined 
The transition from a term x to a term (X * gen(u, u)) describes, if it is defined, a 
CO~IW program transformation if the rule gen(u, V) is valid, i,e. if ail consistent 
antiations of u and v yield program parts that are semanti IIY equivalent or 
descendants of each other. 
^ 
4. Text edltsr 
We consider the foilowing requirements describing a typical text prmssin 
which was originally formulated in [22]: 
A text, i.e, a non-empty sequence of words separated by blanks (BL) or new 
line characters (NLJ7 is to be re-structured according to the following rules: 
(1) every two words are separated by exactly one BL or NL; 
(2) the first word is preceded by NL; the last character is neither BL nor I+&; 
(3) each line is at most max characters long (not counting N .J; within this ran 
it contains as many words as possible. 
The input text is required to start with NL; A:rther, no worti must contain more 
than max characters. 
fn the sequel, we follow thet al)prc?zch of [$I; however, fot ahe sake of brcvit 
we omit some details and intermediate steps. 
Since texts and their constituents mu)r be regarded as sequ;cn ’ es in di~~r~nt w
we repeatedly instantiate an appropriate abstract type s *Et i;ing ?X quences. 
this purpose we extend the type SEQU of Section I .5 t-:, th - predicate ‘is- 
subsequence’, denoted by G’, and the length function: 
type SEQ= (sort e) seq, empty, rest, first, isempty, 
&, SG* ‘nake, length, last: 
base&n MAT, 
type (seq, empty, isempty, make, &, first, 
rest, ap, last, up, st) = seQu(c), 
funct (s , seq) boa1 S, 
funct (se@ mat length, 
Iaws V seq s, mq t, 
(sSE)=:tnre~3seqTr,Serlt,7: C=(t, 
length(emlpty) = 0, 
length(s & make(e)) = (length(s) + f ) 
Note that we assume E to be totalty defined. This could 
adciitisllpl aw: (s s !) = trss v (s G t) = 
We presuppose two sets of characieq 
The set r:f Al ~h~r~~te~ available is then 
IRM=MIe ch ~~~~~~~~h~ chal) 1 spch(sep chsp). 
bte to instantiate the type SEQ according to our specific requirements 
c 1s with difftxcnt ~~r~rneter sorts may he overlaad,?d): 
rest, fir54 , 
t s , makew~rd, lenigth, last) = sEo(aipha), 
th, last) = sEQ(cha 
line, length, last) = SEQ~WOP&. 
An overview the sorts defined so far and the canonical mappings betweern 
them is shads i 
- 
rnaE estriny 
Fig. 2. 
ngs west and norm will be aen!iaI for specifying the editor: west is 
injection from wsnt ta stri yielding only strings without separators; 
norm views a strin a s~qu~n~~ of words, ignoring details about !sequences of) 
avi the same image under norm differ only in the layout. 
,Assuming that the sorts and operations defined SO far a mxnmarized in m 
tract type TEXT, the editor ,pFy__be specified in _a, Rre-algo+hmic manner, The 
ctions precond and con&xmalize ihe reqirirkkm~ for that eciitor that were 
R verb,aily 31 tl~+ b sing; ‘editor’ delivers that ~~~~~~~~y 
hm the same! narmalization as the.given string and additionaJIy 
diti0n. 
stmtur~ EDTTOR * sting, editor, ptecond, pmtcond: 
bras&an TEXT, h&SdOUr NAT, 
(sMs~p: NLS, strfn& BLS) 
= (makestring(s 
funct editr r = (string t : precond(t)) std 
that st mg S: norm(t) = norm(s) A postcond(s), 
fmet ph zcond = (sting t) bssl: 
if isempty then false 
ebe first(:) = spch(NL) A 
V worrd w : west(w) G t =3 lenl;t 
funct postcond = (string s) book 
if isempty (s) 
then f&e 
else co condition( 1) oc 
(V string t: (t E s r\ isempty(nsrm(t))) * len 
CO condition(Z) oc 
(first(s) = spch(NL) A last(s) is alch) A 
co condition (3) oc 
(V string t: (t G s A l(NI-23 E t)) + length(t) s max:+ A 
(V stsing I, string w : 
((W&!kt&NLS&.w&BLS)~s 
v(NLS&t&NLS w &NLS)!G(s 
=5;, length(t & dLS t 
An algorithmic but inefficient version of the function editor 
string alnd then edits it ~xx~ by word, rememberin 
edited in the actual line in an additional parameter 
such that at the b~~nning NL is edited): 
r: prec~nd(t)) 
. . 
.” 
- 
0
 
. . 
g
 I E 
then c := symbol 
else (C5 inpu@ := (first(input), rest(input)) 
61643 input and output axe global variables of sort astri 
We arrive at the following procedural venion of the editor: 
proc peditor = : 
[proc pdelete = (var char c): 
while c 4s spch do call read(c) od, 
proc readword =(var string W, var nat k, vat char c): 
whk c ia al& do 
(w, k) := (w & makestring( k + 1); call rem 
var nat 12 := max; var nat c; call read(c); 
call pdelete(c); 
while c io lendsymbol do 
bar string w, var nut k) := (emptystring, 0); 
caIl readword( w, k, c ); 
if max < n + k + 1 then rd := k ; call print(NLS 
0 n+k+lsmaxthean := k+n+l;callpri 
crril pdelete( c )
unctionaP progtammiag langu 
In his 19’77 Turing Award Lecture [1] John Backus promotes 
of programming’ asarr alternative to tha cconventional 
von-Neumann-style” programming 1 
functions are simulated by passi 
of function denotations are avoided. 
This functional pro amming ianlrdage is chosen here for showing the expressive 
wer and ~e~ihi~ity of CIP-L, which includes a higher order functional prsgrarnrnin~ 
simulation of Backus’ language. It provides another example 
mentation of a particular programming language 
1~ of the factorial may contrast the Qifferr Ayles of 
eq 0 [id, c-i] -+ 4; x 0 [id% fat e -_ 0 [id, I]] 
m~l~mented by the precise specification of domain and range) 
The fund~~ntai object structure of the language is specified by the fdlcwing 
e declarations: 
boolat(bool atbool) 1 intat(int atint) 1 charat(c 
(string atstring) 1. . . , 
atpro(rrtom proat) 1 seprot probsequ prose), 
1 append(propero ject top, pro!wec;u rest), 
rob(properobjec 
t to increase readabitity *Ne wit1 abbreviate certain frequently occurring 
n18 of pmjectisns and krjections: 
E 1) hod: 
sepro 
@et Q : issequ(o )) probsequ: 
For practical reasons, Backus uggests a large variety of basic operations on this 
universal computation structure, c.g. 
(abject ;1) object: 
[if issequ(o) then ~n~ob~$length(obs~(~))) 
else bottom a 
(pr&uequ s) int: 
# s is append then sJength(rest(s)) + I 
else0 Nl 
(object o) abjwt: 
if length(o) =i two 
then pmbmqrp s 
fprroserabject x, pqmrobjwt y) 
if E la atptoh y is atpro 
then iif proat = proat then T a 
else bottom 
else bottom h 
A fixed set of functional forms is used to construct functio 
the basic operation Xunction al expressions denote 
between objects have an ~~bit~~ry num&r of p 
objects or functi 
then attach(x,, . . . attachtx,,, emptyo) . . .I 
fu 
ct (object) object: 
cubjeti p 1 ubject: 
tf y Is prob then x else bottom R, 
nct(object)object f) funct(objec 
if issequ(x ) then If length@ ) = one then prob( top( x ) ) 
length(x) 2 two then rins(x 1 fi 
fi 
where 
(object x: issequ(x) A length(x) 2 two) object: 
then f(x 1 
else pmbesequ s= obse(x 1; 
(object I, object I) = ( rob(top(s)l, rins(seob(rest(s)))); 
if issequ( r) 
then f(attach(t, r)) 
else If I is prob thenf(attach(r, attach& emptyo))) 
else bottom fififil, 
ect) object f 1 fund (objecti abject: 
x) then appl(obse(x ,)else bottom fi 
prob(topWH, appl(restts W 
( t, P 1 else bottom fi 
fi.L 
eke bottom 
. . 
tach(:. emptyo?)) 
R, 
funct while = MM (iobjti) ubj~lct p,
tmct (abject) object f’s funct (object) object: 
5.5. The algehru of programs 
Backus gives a number of ‘algebraic laws’ for his functional language i.e. relations 
between programs. In CIP-L these correspond to valid transformation rules. Let us 
consider two examples inboth notations: 
Backus’ functional 
language 
CIP-L 
Zf l,***, fnl'g comp~sition(construct, (f 1, . . . . P, ), g ) 
;r tz 
a 
* 
I0 9. l *,fnogl conatruct.(c~~mpositior( fl, g), . . . , conq 2sition( fn, 
(p-*.f; glob composition(conditional( p, _“,1: ), h ‘I 
sz _‘_ _- _ 
p+foh;goh conditional( p,composition(f, h ), conq esi or (g* h)) 
As demonstrated above, Backus’ language can be represented Athin CW-L.. in a 
rather straigPforward way. Hence every program written in Bat 
transliterate0 I a CIP-L program. This procram can be further tr 
the transforma .onal calculus of CIFL For instance it may be transformed into a 
procedural program, if necessary. So this example can also be (. ‘(5 an attempt 
to bridge the gap Backus ees between his ppplicative lan v( 43 Neumann 
architectures. 
In the previous sections a co11 
an impression of what program construction 
an Iodok like. Of cou 
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We would gratefully appreciate alternative treatments of oui examples using 
other methodologies and other languages. Similarly we would appreciate further 
suggestions for case studies on problem specification and program development. 
We are indebted to our colleague R. Qbermeier for critically reading several 
draft versions of this paper. 
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